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How does what we do now relate ���
to what we studied then?���

���
A. Two dimensional equilibrium critical ���

phenomena in retrospect���
���

B. Dynamic phase transitions in ���
one dimensional driven ���

   non-equilibrium processes.	




Dec 13, 1979	




2D Ising configuration, Delft special 
purpose computer, mid 1980-ties	


The distributions associated with an ensemble 
of critical configuration is invariant such that 
correlation functions and expectation values	


! 

G"# (r1 $ r2) = O" (r1)O# (r2) $ O" (r1) O# (r2)

are scale invariant	


! 

G"# (r,{u$}) = b%x" %x#G"# (b
%1r,{by$ u$})

! 

{yT ,yH ,....}

! 

M" = LD O" (r1) ~ L
D#x" ~ Ly"

The set of critical exponents  	

	

	

	

represent the fractal dimensions of various geometric 
features in the critical configurations, like droplet 

area, coast line, topological connectivity, etc  	


! 

x" = D# y"

The various fractal 
dimensions of the object 
have independent values 

within scaling theory	




← Hubert Knops lecture   ���
    notes mid 1970-ties 	


Exact Coulomb gas 
mappings between 
2D equilibrium 	

critical phenomena 
universality classes	


exact values and 
relations between 
critical exponent	


“All” 2D critical points map 
onto free massless scalar field 
theory (= line of fixed points = 
Baxter line). 	


“All” temperature, magnetic 
field, etc, fluctuations can be 
represented as  topological 
excitations (vortices and/or spin 
waves)	




Coulomb gas reformulations 
of the Potts model and O(n) 
model (MdN, Nienhuis,…)	




Equivalence between D+1���
dimensional equilibrium 
statistical mechanics and 
ground state properties of ���
D dimensional QFT���
���
One dimensional 
conductors, e.g. nano tubes, 
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquids 
and bozonization	




Scaling limit equivalents of 
the Ashkin-Teller model	


Preroughening transitions too!	






The local geometrical variables mix and their  
critical dimensions  become linked to each other. 	

	

Confirms critical exponent relations found earlier 
by the Coulomb gas method	

	

Can handle higher order correlation functions 	


Conformal invariance (>1982): 	

(Polyakov, Zamalochikov, Shenker, Friedan, 
Cardy, …)	

	

The ensemble of critical configurations {S(z)} 
with z=x+iy is invariant under all analytic 
complex functions w(z); i.e., deformations of 
space that preserve all local angles.	




•  Upper critical dimensions, mean field theory, and field theoretical ε-expansion 
type RT classify universality classes and are helpful to  prove the existence of 
“fixed points” but do not provide the exact scaling dimensions values.	


•  The conformal group in D>2 is too small. 	

•  Dynamic phase transitions in non=equilibrium driven systems have typically 

anisotropic scaling in space-time (non-conformal invariant even in 1+1D)    	


2D critical phenomena and 1+1D strongly interacting quantum 
Hamiltonians share now the very elite status, in that they are 

analytically well understood.	

	


(Conformal invariant, Lorentz invariant, boson-fermion equivalences, 
loop gas mappings, elliptic functions class exact solutions of specific 

discretized space/time models, etc)  	


Can we generalize this?	

Can we escape for other classes of scale invariant 

phenomena slavery to numerical simulations 
interpreted with scaling analysis) as well?	




Seeking  
generalizations 

from within:���

SLE 	


From: PhD thesis, Joan Lind, UW (Math Dept, Rohde),  Spring 2005	


The Coulomb gas and 
conformal field theory critical 
dimension relations are 
rederived (more rigorously) in 
terms of  fractal object 
generated by an iterative 
dynamic process.	

	

Mostly mathematicians are 	

working on this + Cardy+ 
Nienhuis + …..	

	

New results yet ?	

New physics yet ?	




Seeking  
generalizations ���
by connecting ���

to different 
physical processes:���

���
1+1D driven���

stochastic non-
equilibrium 
processes 	


-transfer matrices of 2D equilibrium stat mech	

-time evolution operators 1+1D QM (path integrals)	

-master equations 1+1D dynamic processes	

 	


Master Equations require 
stochastic transfer matrices 
(left eigen vector of ground 
state is the disordered state)	




D dimensional Quantum Mechanics: 	




D+1 dimensional Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics:	




Master equations:	




How do 1+1D stochastic dynamic processes 
(Master equations) fit in                               

the 2D equilibrium and QFT universe?	

•  Anisotropic scaling, non-conformal! (Lifshitz point like)	

•  Stochastic dynamic processes are located at the edge conformal 

invariant scaling.	

•  1+1D dynamic phase transitions, like directed percolation, require 

stationary states with long range effective “interactions”.	

•  Those with no or short range interactions are unstable to edge 

effects (boundary and point defect induced phase transitions.	

•  Some exact solutions but no non-conformal Coulomb gas method 

generalizations yet !…??…no novel  “free field theories”.	

•  KPZ growth and Asymmetric Exclusion processes (discretized 

Burgers equation) serve as bench marks and illustrations for this.	




  	


driven stochastic flow
through1D channels

1+1D KPZ
surface growth

2D polymer
localization

facet ridge end points
in 3D equilibrium

crystals







Another example of KPZ growth:	


Flux front propagation in 	

High Tc super conductors	










 	
 	


Only 2 known “free field theories”:	


- Relativistic electrons (CFT) with z=1	


- Non-relativistic electrons (PT, EW) with z=2	




“z-theorem”: 	

unstable dynamics has 
always larger dynamic 

exponent (for z>1)	




  	


driven stochastic flow
through1D channels

1+1D KPZ
surface growth

2D polymer
localization

facet ridge end points
in 3D equilibrium

crystals

Conclusion: 	

Master equations of 1+1D 
stochastic processes with 
z>1 live on the edge of 

the z=1 conformal 
invariant world	


Can we construct some 
type of anisotropic 

scaling deformations 
of CFT? 	




Directed percolation, directed Ising, directed q=3 Potts, etc,  processes with 	

dynamic phase transitions in their stationary states also live on the edge of CFT. 	

	

All have stationary states with long range “effective interactions” in Boltzmann 
like  formulation, P(Γ)=exp[-E(Γ)] (needed to evade van Hove’s theorem)	


The exact values of their scaling indices are yet unknown even in 1+1D 	




  	


Davidson and MdN 1999	


Stochastic matrix critical 
behavior is typically 
unstable, consistent with 
the living on the edge of 
the CFT world 	


Similar sensitivity 
within the stochastic 

subspace as well	


Adding interactions to the exactly 
soluble 6-vertex model KPZ line 
(conical points), in the non-
stochastic direction leads 
immediately to: 	

- first-order rough-to-flat edges, 	

- sharp ridges inside the rough 	

  (rounded) phase, 	

- and more. 	


	














Non local hopping ASEP: (MdN, Meesoon Ha, Huynggyu Park, 2005)	

Jump forward with probability p to site immediately 

behind next particle, with probability 1-p only to next site 	


The stationary state immediately clusters.	

Dynamic phase transition into an empty road state.	


Crossover from a first-order to a critical line	




Conclusions and Questions:	

-  Is the z=1 conformal invariant Coulomb gas 2D  critical          	

   phenomena world unique? Hopefully not…..	

-  stochastic 1+1D processes live at the edge of the z=1 world.	

  (hinting to  possible anisotropic deformations of CFT??)	

-  z-theorem: unstable “multi-critical” z>2 anisotropic scaling     	

  criticality crosses over to smaller z criticality.	

-  stationary states in dynamic processes must have long range	

  effective interactions to sustain dynamic phase transitions	

  (basically van Hove’s theorem )	

-  Those with short range interactions are unstable with respect	

   to boundary effect and bulk defects  and also subject to	

   phase transitions (traffic jams and clustering).	


“Still a lot of fun before I want to retire!”	



